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abstract

In the article, the analysis of judgments of a revolt is provided in the Polish Kingdom and Western edge of one of the main ideologists of Slavophilism of I.S. Aksakov. The key moments of its paradigm on this problem are analyzed, the attempt to discover the reasons for the transformation of views of the Slavophile of the Polish events is made. It is revealed that the aggressive methods of fight practiced by rebels caused resistant hostility in Aksakov and other Slavophiles.
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En el artículo, el análisis de los juicios de una revuelta se proporciona en el Reino de Polonia y el borde occidental de uno de los principales ideólogos del eslavofilismo de I.S. Aksakov. Se analizan los momentos clave de su paradigma sobre este problema, se hace el intento de descubrir las razones de la transformación de las opiniones del eslavófilo de los acontecimientos polacos. Se revela que los métodos agresivos de lucha practicados por los rebeldes causaron hostilidad resistente en Aksakov y otros eslavófilos.
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Introduction

Justification of a subject. Events of 1863 – 1864 in Poland and the western areas of the empire split the Russian society into adherents of insurgent ideas and adherents of maintaining the integrity of Russia. Liberals and conservatives, revolutionary democrats and anarchists, Slavophiles and Westerners – figures of these directions defended the civic stand both in the press and on public statements. Did not add harmony to the relations between different social groups unprecedented intervention of the European monarchs in internal affairs of the St. Petersburg administration. Bosses of the Western world very much sought to give to the Polish revolt the status of the international conflict, without reckoning with the fact of a finding of the Kingdom Polish as a part of the Russian Empire. Due to the keen interest in "the Polish question" in the second half of the 19th century, special attention deserves work of the famous social and political activists of that time – M.N. Katkov, B.N. Chicherin, A.L. Herzen and others. At the same time consideration of the main aspects of a January mutiny in Poland will not be full without analysis of the Slavophile model. The research of printing works of I.S. Aksakov will allow us to delve deeper into the principles of creation of the Polish theory of Slavophiles. The topical character of our subject is dictated by the current unstable geopolitical environment, the threat of shaking of the multipolar world. More and more obvious is the development of separatist tendencies.

Review of the literature. At different stages of formation of the domestic historiography lighting history of the Polish revolt (1863 – 1864) and the reaction of the Russian social and political trends to it, the important place was allocated to a Slavophile perspective. Many researchers considered I.S. Aksakov the thinker, the most deeply committed to a Slavophilism letter. Even though the main polemic on "the Polish front" was developed between conservatively – the liberal union and revolutionaries – democrats, pre-revolutionary and Soviet editions attached great value to the analysis the aksakovsky views. The Russian historical literature 21 is presented centuries generally by articles in scientific magazines and messengers. Here it is worth allocating M.D. Yurlova, A.A. Tesli, F.S. Sosenkova, S.I. Ivanova's works [13, 14, 28]. It is revealed that on the first place Aksakov had not state needs, but the care of the interests of the Russian people [13, p. 184]. The aksakovsky views did quite laborious work on studying the Polish scientist A. Valitsky whose works were transferred to Russian. Valitsky noted that "after the Polish revolts Ivan Aksakov" became the chief Slavophile specialist on the Polish questions … for many years [26, p.145]. Thereby the thesis about the relevance of aksakovsky interpretation of "the Polish question" was confirmed. It is important to track the evolution of assessment by the Slavophile Russian – Polish relations about the revolt which began in 1863.

Purpose and tasks. The task of our work includes analysis of the most important points of the Polish revolt of 1863 – 1864 under a Slavophile point of view. In particular, the analysis of publications of I.S. Aksakov is on the agenda. Article purpose – to define the extent of modification the aksakovsky views on "the Polish question" in days of a mutiny. Also, detailed clarification of the reasons for which there was a similar transformation is necessary.

Problem research

The opposition of the Russian Empire with the Western world in the 19th century reached the apogee in years 50 – 60. The Parisian peace treaty, unprofitable for St. Petersburg, crowning end of the Crimean war of 1853 – 1856, uncertainty and antagonism in the relations with Europe, a difficult internal political situation only complicated world situation of Russia. For leaders of the West, the problem of rejection of the Polish and West Russian lands received by Russia as a result of three partitions of Poland at the end of the 18th century and after the Vienna congress of 1815 became an issue of utmost importance. Most sharply "the Polish question" rose in January 1863 from the beginning of a revolt in the Russian Poland. The soil for formation of two camps – the supporters and opponents who rose – was prepared by both hostility of the Polish separatists, and attempts of their European patrons by diplomatic demarches to bring contention in the social and political life of Russia. The important role in the formation of the Russian public opinion concerning the Polish revolt was played by the Slavophiles denying the western standards of development of society and state. In this article, we will in detail stop on a visible figure in the Slavophile movement – I.S. Aksakov (1823 – 1886). Along with A.S. Homyakov, I.V. Kireevsky, Yu.F. Samarin the son of the writer S.T. Aksakov by right was considered as one of the pillars of the Russian Slavophilism. Aksakov expressed the authoritative opinion on pages of such famous editions as "Day", Russia, Moscow, "Russian conversation". In the assessment of "the Polish question,“ its concept generally differed in a reality, relevance, and logicality of judgments. The Slavophile generally approved power measures of the government against the Poles who lifted a mutiny. At the same time, we will notice that at the very beginning of the Polish revolt the aksakovsky point of view dispersed from the
policy of the St. Petersburg office occupying in general a position, irreconcilable concerning insurgents, a little. "Dopovstanchesky" contacts of a Slavophile circle with the revolutionary-democratic community in the person of the London emigrant A.I. Herzen was not also a secret. It expressed unanimity with the Poles wishing independence to the detriment of the interests of Russia and its people though as opposed to insurgent ideology put needs of the peasantry slightly above, than an ethnic question. So, we will try to understand sources of updating of the Polish doctrine of Aksakov in details. Let's begin with a problem of the history of inclusion of Poland in the structure of the Russian Empire. In the run-up to the revolt by Aksakov it was claimed that possible withdrawal of Poland would serve for Poles as a historical lesson, and St. Petersburg was recommended to disengage"… all troops and all Russians of the administration from the Kingdom Polish, having provided to Poles to be known with itself" [17, p. 260]. Presence of the Kingdom Polish could lead to loss of control of the integrity of the state. By words A.A. Tesli, for Slavophiles loss of the Polish lands "… painful for the empire, will be favorable for national business, removing a problem of management of alien edge and need for some degree to consider the interests of the Polish citizens of the Russian tsar" [22, p. 210 - 211]. Therefore, orientation to upholding of national, but not the state interests was the priority direction for Aksakov and his comrades. If desired here it is possible to see and a certain analogy to thoughts of the liberal B.N. Chicherin who claimed that "the separation of Poland will give Russia a free hand will be cut off from it by painful gain…" [8, p. 316]. However the aggression of rebels which began in January 1863 for a while "muffled" rhetoric of the Slavophile concerning the expediency of office of the Kingdom Polish. Practically at the beginning of the revolt (on February 8, 1863), the Russian philosopher presented own vision of the situation as follows: "Recognizing behind Polish… nationality, the full moral authority for freedom of life, life and in general political independence, we do not recognize as the moral right of claim of Poland for the restoration of its former political formation at all…" [8, p. 29 - 30]. In questions the panskikh claims on the Western edge it is also simple to make out aksakovskoy counteraction to this phenomenon. Even in the fall of 1861, Aksakov adhered to the critical line in the relation "... Poles for the fact that they spoil the right cause unlimited claims" [17, p. 261]. The destructive policy of heads of a mutiny only set in the strengthened motion similar moods in Slavophile community. Expansion of borders of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth at the expense of the western outskirts of Russia was not entered in the concept of historical justice. The future of the Lithuanian, Little Russian and Belarusian territories had to be solved, according to the Slavophile, not at meetings of the insurgent government, and residents of these areas. Here, respectively, three versions of a succession of events were possible – to adjoin Poland in case of gaining of independence by it, to remain under the care of Alexander II or to proclaim the creation of own state educations. The last option as it is possible to assume was the least probable given existence of more influential powers on the continent which had an opportunity to stop any separatist aspirations. "… Russia has the moral right for a reunion with White and Southern Russia, same as Poland to a reunion with Poznan and Krakow …" [8, p. 30], – Aksakov developed the idea. Thus, admitted to them a possibility of a return by Prussia and Austria of "primordial Polish lands" to Poles, on one hand, and the preferential right of Russia to the Western edge – with another. At the same time with repayment of the last centers of "a rebellious flame," the thinker returned to a thesis about the undesirability of finding of the Kingdom Polish in the Russian Empire. Diplomatic confrontation Russia-Europe was another important subject of discussion connected with assessment by I.S. Aksakov of the Polish revolt of 1863 – 1864. It should be noted that for the spring – summer of 1863 the peak Russian-European conflict at the level of the top officials of the states and heads of Foreign Ministries had. Mailing by Great Britain, France, and Austria of diplomatic dispatches to St. Petersburg provoked an unprecedented patriotic upsurge in the Russian society [19, p. 141-147]. Not only it is conservative – nationalist associations, but also many liberals (for example, B.N. Chicherin) blamed insurgents and their henchmen in Western Europe. Got as well solidary with raised to the Russian revolutionaries – to democrats. In the same row with critics of the anti-Russian hysteria in the West, there was also Aksakov who exposed the false and double-faced political policy of the western monarchs aiming at the geopolitical weakening of the Fatherland. At the same time long before the revolt and destructive steps of the West the publicist also released critical remarks to the European leaders. The national policy of Russia, in his opinion, "... was more straight also honest politicians of England or Austria" [8, p. 4]. Logically, unflattering judgments of I.S. Aksakov received continuation and after unleashing of diplomatic war. To that its article for July 1863 serves as the evidence. "Concerning diplomatic intervention of Europe in the Polish question" [8, p. 82 - 85]. First, the member of the union of Slavophiles sincere indignation concerning denial by Europe of a unification of the Russian government circles and the people in counteraction to diplomatic pressure from its party was expressed [8, p. 82].
This moment was extremely important for it as to "priest – shlyakhetsky" a mutiny and after its start, Aksakov put the interests of the Russian people on a step above, then state. Finally, the unity of the power and most of the population in many respects promoted a victorious gait of Alexander II and the Minister of Foreign Affairs A.M. Gorchakov in the protection of national interests. Secondly, addressing London and Vienna, he did not fail to remind them of their territorial problems. In particular, England the complication of its relations with India, and Austria was remembered (by the way, the participant of Three partitions of Poland) it was offered to recognize beyond Russia "… the right of intervention in affairs next to us or relatives from our borders of the Austrian areas of Galicia, Bukovina, Czech Republics, Hungary" [8, p. 84]. The possibility of "moving away" of borders of the empire in the east direction at the expense of territorial concessions to Poles was denied. But one of the most essential factors on which Aksakov stopped was even not possible western intervention, but presence at an insurgent cohort at Europe of natives of Russia. All this, of course, could not but affect the tone of its publications. Being in the French capital in 1863, the thinker besides the fact of treachery from compatriots with bitterness stated the European contempt for such "deserters". Directly point excerpts from the Parisian letter to newspaper editorial office "Day" to it: "... if Europe also uses their services, then with the same feeling with what the military leader uses services of the traitor – the spy or the deserter from the hostile camp!" [19, p. 112]. Alliance with unfriendly to the Fatherland elements in other countries – anything, according to Aksakov, the unjustified act of high treason. For example, the ideologist of the Russian anarchism M.A. Bakunin, the ardent ally of insurgents, was designated by him as "... leading the Polish group, or gang of any crowd of masters, journeymen, and workers of revolution, hunters till it bleeds …" [19, p. 112]. Beyond admissible, there were bakuninsky declarations on promises of "donation" of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth of the Russian areas, and Sweden – Finland. Thus, government circles of the West, composing notes of protest and enjoying the support of the Russian revolutionaries and anarchists, tried to incline the St. Petersburg administration to capitulation. However received worthy repulse not only from the leadership of Russia but also patriotically adjusted public figures – Slavophiles, conservatives, liberals. The third aspect of our research includes problems of religion, confessional relationship in the Kingdom the Polish and Western edge. Opening by insurgents of military operations against the central power made the inevitable collision of two branches of Christianity – Catholicism and Orthodoxy. Promotion of insurgent ideals by the Polish and West Russian Catholics, finding of priests in fighting formations were one of the mutiny dominants in Poland. Due to the statement of a religious question, we will consider the point of view of I.S. Aksakov. Updating a spiritual question, the thinker "… saw guarantee of strengthening of the state unity and prophylactic of centrifugal trends especially in the western provinces in the distribution of orthodox belief" [20, p. 183]. Promoting of Orthodoxy, Russian in the Western region and actually in the territory of ethnic Poland, thus, quite fitted into the system of coordinates of Aksakov. However, when the insurgent wave began to come to naught, gradual withdrawal of the Slavophile ideologist from the need of russification of Poland began. However, concerning the West Russian provinces, its concept did not undergo significant changes. The publication "Catholicism — the Mightiest Means of an Opolyacheniiye" in many respects sheds light on its relation to this perspective [8, p. 312 - 317]. The author, in general abstaining from criticism of Catholic religion per se, noticed that in the western outskirts of Russia it is necessary to take away the clothes of the Polish nationality from Catholicism (to denationalize the Polish Catholicism)" [8, p. 314]. Therefore, the spiritual subject was closely tied to a polonizm problem. It, but not Poland, according to Aksakov's interpretation, was the main headache Russian-Polish civilization dialogue [8, p. 154 - 160]. On the other hand, Aksakov noted that "dissociation of Catholicism with the Polish nationality through not Polish – would be dissociation purely external" [8, p. 315]. In other words, only one introduction of Russian in a Catholic church service will not become the solution of a difficult task of maintenance of religious balance in the western lands to the Russian Empire. Let's notice, for example, that the Polish influence on Lithuanian-Ukrainian lands – "... moral power which relies on society and officials – Poles and finds in it the corresponding reflection…" [26, p. 152 – 153]. It was offered "to settle" this situation by the formation of a powerful kernel of Russian intelligentsia there. Thus, Catholicism "in the Polish appearance" was presented to Aksakov as the most radical and dangerous component for imperial religious policy in the region. At the same time, certain mitigation of the anti-Polish rhetoric in a religious question was connected with suppression of the rebellious centers in the Kingdom Polish, Lithuania, Ukraine, and Belarus.

Conclusions

Summing up the analysis of the opinion of I.S. Aksakov on the Polish revolt of 1863 – 1864, we will draw several conclusions. So, if on the eve of the January events of 1863 the Slavophile did not
consider the big tragedy finding of independence by Poland, then from the beginning of an active phase of fighting the Polish doctrine of Aksakov was sharply developed "to the right". His thoughts reminded more and more the theory of "antipolonizm" which during the revolt was constantly declared by the Russian conservatives. But, on the other hand, as by us it was noticed, one of his statements contained an obvious hint to the Austrian and Prussian governors on a possibility of a return by them in a bosom of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth of the Krakow and Poznan lands. Diplomatic war with the European monarchy finally undermined Aksakov's belief in the probability of search of a compromise with the West and the Polish rebellious government. In other words, the Russian publicist rejected any feeble efforts of Europeans to place the St. Petersburg office in a political-legal vacuum, to adhere to the rigid sanctions line in its relation. At last, formulating the Polish credo, the Slavophile considered important preaching of the orthodox ideas in Poland and the western Russian areas. Besides, the aksakovskys religious thesis disposal of Catholicism in the Western region from the Polish influence became one of the focal points. Thus, without calling into question the predominating role of the Russian conservative community, the union of Slavophiles is designated by us as one of the key players in questions of protection of national interests during the dramatic events in Poland. Actions of rebels, the intervention of Europe in Russian-Polish conflict forced I.S. Aksakov and his colleagues to depart for a while from the theory of potential obtaining independence by the Kingdom Polish. At the same time, the views of the Slavophile from the moment of suppression of a mutiny underwent certain changes towards expediency of an exception of Poland of the Russian imperial possession.
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